
Hiring Announcement: Seven-month seasonal position

About Us:

The West Virginia Food & Farm Coalition is building the local food and agriculture system in
West Virginia in a way that provides viable incomes for farmers and local food businesses and
ensures all residents have access to local food. Farmers and local food and agriculture
businesses are at the heart and soul of the local food movement; the Coalition seeks to first
hear their voices and serve those who are fundamental to building resilient and robust food
systems. Special efforts are made to understand their needs and vision for their businesses and
communities in order to represent them in our work.

We are a small team with big hearts that work tirelessly with our board of directors, community
partners, farmers, and food business owners to advance the goals of the organization.
Sometimes we have a lot of fun visiting farms, facilitating community meetings, and speaking to
legislators. Other times we’re working hard on proposals and necessary reporting. Our work is
time sensitive and we have high-performance expectations and accountability for all of our
team members.

About the Project:

Through various community partnerships, the Coalition is operating a mobile grocery store, the
Go Growcery Market. The market makes multiple stops per day, loading and unloading produce
from a cold storage trailer and setting up a farmers marker-esq operation.

The Coalition is seeking a 7-month seasonal position to operate the market through
mid-November 2021. This position is a minimum of 15 hours per week, but up to 30 hours is
available if the candid desires. This position will be responsible for operating a truck (provided)
and hauling a 14 ft. cooling trailer (provided), setting up and tearing down markets three times
each Thursday, and interacting with customers while following COVID-19 safety procedures.
This position will also assist in the aggregation of products from farmers in the region, and will
work with the West Virginia Food & Farm Coalition team members in McDowell and Wyoming
counties to provide feedback and make the entire market successful.

Duties:
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● Provide sales customer service to customers at mobile market stops
● Handle money, checks, and utilize card readers
● Loading and unloading trailer with food items according to the prescribed food safety

processes
● Managing inventory
● Regularly cleaning of equipment
● Execute a pre-trip safety check all equipment
● Set up and take down mobile market station three times every Thursday (load and

unload tables, stanchions, and signage)
● Load trailer with crates of fruit/vegetables, boxes, display stands, signs
● Daily unload trailer by unloading the empty crates, boxes, etc., and put these items away

in their designated location. Replace any needed supplies before parking truck.
● Connect/disconnect truck and trailer
● Drive truck and trailer to scheduled sites
● Print regular report from point-of-sale system and track needed data about each market

Expectations:

● Ability to provide customer service to the general public
● Able to handle money and make change, use card readers, use digital scales
● General understanding of federal food benefits (SNAP, WIC, Senior Vouchers, etc.)
● Willing to work in McDowell/Wyoming County (truck pick-up and drop-off site)
● Able to lift 45-60 pounds continuously
● Able to work as part of a team with unique and varied backgrounds
● Be willing to submit to a D.M.V and criminal background checks
● Must follow all COVID-19 safety protocols
● Must provide a copy of private driver’s insurance
● Must have a valid driver’s license
● Able to work in different types of weather conditions
● Some common knowledge about fruits and vegetables or the interest to learn
● Complete safety training
● Able to operate a truck while towing a trailer
● Must be willing to work 15 hours per week

How to Submit Resume:

Resumes should be sent with the following documents combined as a single .pdf file in the
following order to Spencer Moss at Apply@WVFoodandFarm.org :

● Include information about your interest in the seasonal position, qualifications, and any
additional information that would be pertinent to selecting contractors

● Resume
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● References

Selection Schedule:

● The market is tentatively set to begin on May 17th. Safety training will begin two weeks
prior to the launch of the market and contractor will engage in 20 hours of training for
two weeks prior to the start of the market.

● The Coalition will conduct follow-up interviews regarding the seasonal positions
beginning immediately. It is recommended that the proposals are submitted ASAP.

Compensation:

Compensation for this position $16.70/hr.
This will be a seasonal position lasting seven months, starting on May 3rd
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